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Objective We have known that cognitive difficulties are related to functional outcomes in schizophrenia for many years. However, we have only paid attention to potential treatments relatively recently, so implementation has been slow.

Methods This is a narrative review describing the development of cognitive remediation treatments to improve cognitive skills and their effects on functioning. It also reviews the types of cognitive remediation with some evidence on their effects.

Results Models of treatment have now been clarified and have led to a landmark paper by cognitive remediation experts around the world on the ingredients of cognitive remediation to produce the most benefit. This expert judgement on good clinical practice was justified by a large meta-analysis that supported the extra benefit of the four ingredients: an active therapist, massed practice of cognitive skills, the teaching of cognitive strategies and additional rehabilitation to transfer skills to real life.

Conclusion Although there is evidence of efficacy and of the beneficial therapy ingredients there is little implementation of cognitive remediation, so the establishment of cognitive remediation into mental health services needs an implementation pathway.
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INTRODUCTION

A little history
Cognitive problems were part of the diagnosis of schizophrenia from when the name was first coined by both Bleuler and Kraepelin (1893). We have known about cognitive difficulties in people with a diagnosis of schizophrenia for more than 50 years. McGhie and Chapman reported on the attention and concentration difficulties that meant they had difficulty in keeping track of conversations. Much later these same issues are being reported by people in the early stages of psychosis not just at times when they are having an acute episode but in-between these episodes. We also know that these cognitive difficulties appear early and do not seem to change very much over the lifetime and although domains of cognitive difficulties differ between individuals most individuals have poorer cognition than might be expected from the social conditions and family resources.

The recognition that cognitive problems did not change over time suggested that they were immutable, so no specific therapy was developed. But soon came the recognition that cognitive difficulties were related to real life outcomes and could predict functioning even when there were adequate recovery programs in place. For instance, Bell and Bryson at Yale have a good rehabilitation program to help people with a diagnosis of schizophrenia find jobs and they reported that cognitive problems predict the outcomes from these programs, similarly, Mueser and colleagues demonstrated that the acquisition of skills following social skills training is affected by cognitive impairments, especially memory problems. Finally, it has become more obvious that cognitive difficulties are related to the level independence gained and this affects the costs to services. In a study of local services where cognitive difficulties had been measured, Patel and colleagues discovered that cognition was the largest predictor of costs. All these associations moved cognitive impairment up the agenda and specifically the potential of a therapy to improve...
cognition and therefore improve functional outcome. However, all was not plain sailing. Several articles had appeared in an issue of Schizophrenia Bulletin with titles such as “Cognitive rehabilitation for schizophrenia: Is it possible? Is it necessary?” and “Cognitive Remediation in schizophrenia: Proceed… with caution!” suggesting that the clinical academic community were not hopeful about the outcome of this endeavour. Part of this scepticism was a result of cognitive impairments being considered vulnerability factors for a diagnosis of schizophrenia and so were part of the disorder. There is a lot of evidence, both historical and current, showing that cognitive difficulties are noticeable years before the onset of psychosis, so some clinicians and academics thought that it was going to be difficult to change the trajectory of cognition or the cognitive decline often seen in those who develop psychosis. Since the development of cognitive remediation—a therapy aimed at improving cognition with the assumption that this will aid functional outcome—there have also been false claims made for cognitive remediation therapy which continues to fuel the earlier scepticism of its worth.

METHODS

The review considers trials and meta-analyses as well as expert opinion to produce a narrative concentrating on the development of cognitive remediation, the breadth of the therapy, its effectiveness and the models of action of the effects. The review also covers what is needed to implement therapy.

RESULTS

Cognitive remediation therapies

For a therapy to be considered as cognitive remediation it must be an intervention targeting cognitive deficit using scientific principles of learning with the ultimate goal of improving functional outcomes. Its effectiveness is enhanced when provided in a context (formal or informal) that provides support and opportunity for extending everyday functioning from the Cognitive Remediation Experts Workshop in 2012. Wykes and Reeder suggested a list of ingredients that might be helpful. These include: 1) extensive practice—as we know that individuals with a diagnosis of schizophrenia often have poor memories so making sure that practice is more extensive means that learning in one session is more likely to transfer over to the next session. 2) Errorless learning—reducing the number of errors keeps reinforcement high and learning accurate so is likely to increase engagement in therapy. 3) Verbal monitoring—by repeating the instructions for the task at first overtly then covertly, it avoids forgetting the instructions and increases attention to the task. 4) Scaffolding means making tasks manageable but still a challenge so that cognitive skills are stretched. 5) Teaching Strategies explicitly so that they are not only developed but can be used in other tasks.

One meta-analysis has shown that it makes no difference whether a strategic or non-strategic approach is employed to get a cognitive benefit, but only a strategic approach provides a benefit for functioning. This study also demonstrated that adding a rehabilitation program alongside cognitive remediation with a strategic approach, doubles the functioning benefit. Subsequently McGurk and colleagues discovered that adding cognitive remediation to supported employment also helped to prevent failure in those who had already failed a course of supported employment and so provided evidence that rehabilitation without cognitive remediation might waste both time and resources. Bowie and colleagues investigated what was the added benefit to functioning of adding cognitive remediation to two other interventions. They demonstrated that cognitive remediation alone improves cognition but had only a small effect on employment and community skills. Providing skills training alone had little effect on any outcome, but when it was added to the other skills training, there was an improvement in cognition, employment, and community skills. There are, data in people with first episode psychosis showing that adding cognitive remediation to cognitive behavior therapy (CBTp) reduced the number of sessions of CBTp needed to achieve the same symptom reduction, and cognitive change was associated with this symptom reduction. There is also evidence that adding exercise to cognitive remediation also boosts functioning. So, cognitive remediation alone, if it includes teaching strategies, improves functioning and that adding it to many other very different interventions boosts the benefits of those interventions and therefore saves costs.

Trials of Cognitive Remediation (CR) therapies have been carried out across the globe and there are many meta-analyses that show that cognitive remediation has an effect on cognition, functioning and occasionally on symptoms after the end of therapy and some that also show a durable benefit. Recently there have also been studies showing effects on negative symptoms including further meta-analyses and arguments for including cognitive remediation for negative symptoms into guidance. But there have also been negative studies, tests of cognitive remediation that did not reveal any benefit. For instance, Dickinson et al. and Gomar et al. both found that their cognitive remediation programs produced no benefits. These are important studies as they may tell us something about how to provide cognitive remediation that does produce a benefit. Both studies included older participants, much older than other studies, and the Gomar study had very little support from a therapist. Both also pro-
vided two forms of cognitive remediation that had little evidence of potential benefit. What these studies tell us is that we need to develop CR treatments that are tested across the age range as older people may require more sessions and more support from a therapist.

In general, the benefits of CR have not changed over the ten years of meta-analyses, but their results have taken a considerable time to be favorably considered by guidance panels. In 2023 there were at least eight countries with cognitive remediation in their guidance, but they often differed from each other. The German and European Psychiatric Association guidance described the evidence of benefits as very high and recommended it should be offered to those who had some cognitive difficulties. In comparison the American Psychiatric Association and the UK National Institute of Health and Care Excellence both rated the evidence as low and so made CR only a suggestion rather than a recommendation.

**Personalisation of therapy**

Although we know that CR produces benefits, we do not yet know who benefits the most and when services must decide where to place their resources. One study by Bell et al.,

from Yale followed up people who had received supported employment, where half had also received cognitive remediation, to investigate whether the boost in employment was still noticeable after two years. They found that the effects had disappeared when considering the whole group, although those with the poorest outcomes still showed a benefit over the longer term.

**Type of CR**

CBTp is known by its acronym even though some programs may concentrate more on behavior than cognition or vice versa. In contrast CR has many forms and all have been given a different name. So, it is not surprising that this adds to confusion about which to use. We know at least that strategies are important for functioning benefits, but apart from that it is unclear what sorts of tasks should be included. For instance, whether the CR needs to be generic (addressing all potential cognitive domains) or specific (only addressing the domains that are the most compromised). Bossert et al., and Franck et al. tested these two types and neither study found a benefit for specific CRs over the generic ones. It is possible that this is due to higher level, more complex, areas of cognitive functioning require lower levels such as attention, short term memory etc. Generic versions might strengthen cognitive domains that were less impaired that allowed a boost to overall cognition. Generic forms also allow the potential for providing positive reinforcement for tasks that require skills that are not so impaired. This would then provide a boost to self-esteem and self-efficacy that will benefit all cognitive tasks. Similarly, Scoriels et al. set out to discover whether auditory or visual training would work better and found that visual training was more efficient at remediating cognitive deficits and symptoms. Importantly their participants were people who were clinically stable and had a diagnosis of schizophrenia, and it may be that this effect is only relevant for that group rather than early psychosis participants who may have a more volatile symptom pattern.

Most programs currently used are provided via a computer, and we do not know how sophisticated they need to be. One Mind PsyberGuide is a free rating service for online and app-based therapies. I used it to assess an old, relatively early phase online therapy (CogPack) against a much more sophisticated one (BrainHQ). The ratings were obviously different for the sophistication of the games, but the evidence of benefits was not much different, with CogPack edging a little ahead.

We also do not yet know what the optimal number of sessions is. Many people quote 20 which is the number of sessions my research team consider as a minimal dose. However, there is little evidence that this number is suitable for all. For instance, 120 sessions can provide no benefit and 20 sessions can provide one. So, there is no identified number of sessions for benefit and an optimal dose is likely to be related to personal characteristics and the type of program employed.

**Refinement of cognitive remediation**

The cognitive remediation experts who drew up the CR definition also looked at the good practice that might achieve benefit and developed a White paper on the characteristics of a CR that would provide improvements. The four characteristics they thought produced benefit are: 1) facilitation by an active therapist, 2) cognitive exercise, 3) procedures to develop problem-solving strategies, and 4) procedures to facilitate transfer to real world functioning.

Using this set of characteristics Vita et al. rated the CR trials on three characteristics as one, cognitive exercises, is included all the cognitive remediation programs. They then carried out a meta-analysis to understand if these characteristics individually or together were important. Over all the trials there was a cognitive and functioning improvement, but his team also found that all three characteristics predicted improved benefit, and when all the characteristics were present, the difference in benefit was statistically significant.

**An active therapist is needed**

Although an active therapist provides increased benefits, we also need to understand why it might be beneficial. There are several reasons why this might be the case including: 1) improved therapeutic alliance that then affects engagement,
2) improved strategy use; 3) the therapist is highly valued by the service user; 4) therapist value affects perceived treatment usefulness, and may not only predict engagement in CR but also engagement in other treatments.

The effects found in the Vita meta-analysis have also been found by other meta-analyses for cognitive outcomes.

**The model of remediation–does it just involve boosting cognition?**

The current definition of the effects of remediation is that therapy boosts cognition that then leads to functional improvements, but there are few studies that test this model. For instance, Wykes and colleagues in a work quality study investigated whether the cognitive flexibility, memory, or planning improvements lead to work quality benefits. Only planning improvements were related and only accounted for 15% of the variance leaving 85% of the variance unaccounted for. Similarly, Peña and colleagues found only partial mediation of processing speed improvement on functional outcome. A better understanding of the mechanisms of the effects of cognitive remediation on functioning would allow us to adapt the therapy to produce the most durable benefits. Wykes and Spaulding developed a model that has since been expanded (Figure 1). The current model includes most variables known to affect functional outcome—the goal of cognitive remediation. The model provides different pathways that are not mutually exclusive, and individuals could take one or more pathways to achieve benefits. Many benefits in the model are likely to have independent effects, e.g., self-efficacy can have an impact on many other functional outcomes other than the one measured and may be a facilitator of long-term durability. But this means that cognition is not necessarily the driver of all effects and there are potentially other drivers of change that need to be considered within the therapy itself.

**Metacognition—potential missing link**

Metacognition is divided into two strands, metacognitive knowledge, and metacognitive regulation. Metacognitive knowledge consists of understanding your strengths and weaknesses, how different mood states affect cognition and the strategies that are available to the individual. Metacognitive regulation is about when to use problem solving strategies especially for specific types of tasks. This requires self-reflection. We know that using metacognition in education benefits learning. It can reduce the time for learning by about 8 months and has durable effects. We also know that when you consider metacognition as a predictor of functioning often the association with cognition disappears or becomes very small. For instance, in a two-year follow-up study of people in early psychosis services Wright et al. discovered that metacognition had an odds ratio of 1.9 on the prediction of being in work or not, with poorer metacognition predicting fewer people in work. Other evidence also supports the potential for metacognition involvement. Best and colleagues compared executive functioning training versus Perceptual processing training. Both were equally good at post treatment, but when assessed at follow-up the executive training improved cognition, functional competence, and community functioning far more than perceptual training. Executive functioning training incorporates self-reflection and the regulation of approaches to problems, in other words trains metacognition. The recognition of the importance of metacognition was first proposed as a pedagogical tool by Wykes and Reeder and was subsequently built into the therapy known as CIRCuiT and this program has also been shown to improve metacognition. Importantly this therapy builds both metacognitive knowledge and metacognitive regulation by encouraging self-reflection on tasks and strategies that may be helpful to learning. The software program is also recovery oriented with personal recovery goals designed at the start so that learning on tasks and exercises mimic real world situations which can improve the implementation of learnt skills to the real world.

**Implementing cognitive remediation**

We investigated the implementation of cognitive remediation into UK National Health Service (NHS) early intervention services in a program of activities to address key barriers, the lack of some evidence as well as understanding the service user perspective and cost-effectiveness. The key issues investigated were: 1) the barriers and facilitators perceived by staff that would need to be optimised for successful implementation. 2) As active therapists are essential for the best effects we need online therapist training for faster roll-out. 3) Satisfaction with the therapy and preferences of staff and patients as if the service users do not like therapy, then the up-
take in services is likely to be poor. 4) We need to understand how much therapist time is required for a successful outcome, where the outcome is one used in services. 5) We need evidence that this therapy is cost-effective.

**Staff Barriers and facilitators**

The main barriers were time and resources as well as understanding whether there is a clinical need. A facilitator was understanding the clinical efficacy of cognitive remediation.\(^5\)

**Training for therapists**

We developed an online program with mixed media and short quizzes as well as an identifiable module structure. The development of the training model was aided by naïve and expert therapists as well as experts in education. We tested whether it was acceptable with naïve therapists and made changes based on their feedback and then evaluated it with more than a 100 people to understand whether we could teach the competences that would allow the therapists to begin their CR provision. We found that most therapists passed the test on the first occasion and that those who dropped out did so early, and usually because of a lack of time for training during their working day.\(^5\)

**Satisfaction and drop-out**

Vita et al.\(^5\) investigated drop-out in cognitive remediation trials as a proxy for acceptability and found that it was only 17% in the cognitive training arms.

**How much therapist time is essential**

Wykes et al.\(^5\) tested three levels of therapist support: 1) independent where a service user had access to a therapist, but the program was completed at home, 2) group treatment with up to four individuals with one therapist, and 3) face-to-face therapy with one therapist and one service user.

All these active arms were compared to standard care that in UK NHS early intervention services was a high level of support including employment specialists. The main outcome was personal recovery goals as measured by the Goal Attainment Scale, chosen to reflect the care outcomes measured in services. The results demonstrated that both group and face-to-face therapy were successful in improving outcomes.\(^5\)

**Cost-effectiveness**

People with cognitive difficulties are more costly to treat and care for, but we also know that once they have received cognitive remediation the costs of their care decrease.\(^5,6\) But a further question is whether this treatment is cost-effective. This is usually assessed through estimations of the costs of improving the measure of Quality Adjusted Life Years (QALY) by one point. Wykes et al.\(^5\) showed that cognitive remediation provided in a group or face-to-face was cost-effective and the overall cost of a QALY was less than £5,000. This figure is below the UK National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence guidelines to accept a treatment into the UK NHS.

**CONCLUSION**

Cognitive remediation is effective especially if it includes key drivers such as a therapist and additional rehabilitation. The mechanism of action is still vague although metacognition could be another key characteristic to boost benefits. Although there should continue to be investigations of the potential ingredients of cognitive remediation, given its proven benefits it should be widely available, particularly as it aids personal recovery goals and overall functioning, and individuals are satisfied with the outcomes. Cost benefits are also clear. Implementation of novel treatments requires therapist training as it is an essential ingredient and the resources such as time and access to technology. The technology issues are likely to be overcome relatively quickly with availability increasing soon. Our team at CIRCuiTS™ has now reduced the online training sessions to fit into the time available for professional continuing development to increase the pool of skilled therapists. By advertising the efficacy and clinical need to health care teams will we decrease barriers and increase the likelihood of staff being aware of the likely benefits to their patients. Reducing costs is also important to service providers who need to spread scarce resources. Importantly a recent survey in Australia showed that people with a diagnosis of schizophrenia want this therapy although most had not received it.\(^4\) It is now up to clinical academics to partner with patients to move this therapy into standard care so more can receive its obvious benefits.
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